Answer all the questions.

1. Write the first letter

1) ttee
2) ......at
3) ......arrot
4) ......ite
5) ......ate
6) ......oll
(10 Marks)

2. Find and circle

1) cook, read, run
2) drive, ride, read
3) swim, sing, run
4) clap, jump, write
5) eat, cook, ride
6) drive, read, swim
(10 Marks)
3. Match
   1) 11
   2) 12
   3) 13
   4) 14
   5) 15

   fourteen
   thirteen
   eleven
   fifteen
   twelve

(10 Marks)

4. Draw these
   1) a red frock
   2) a blue tie
   3) a yellow shirt
   4) a green ball
   5) a pink skirt
   6) a purple blouse

(12 Marks)

5. Circle
   1) the thin boy
   2) the tall tree
   3) the fat cat
   4) the small cup
   5) the big ball

(10 Marks)
06. Put a / an
1) .............. pen  2) .............. book
3) .............. orange  4) .............. umbrella
5) .............. house  6) .............. dog
7) .............. apple  8) .............. cap
9) .............. ice cream  10) .............. elephant
(10 Marks)

07. Underline the correct one

1) circle, triangle  2) square, triangle
3) square, circle  4) rectangle, square
(8 Marks)

08. Match

bed
house
table
fence
chair
(10 marks)
Arrange and write

1) like / I / cake

2) A fish / swim / can

3) a / This / cap / is

4) I / a / pet / have

5) is / My sister / short

(10 marks)

Look and write

My pet rabbit

1) My pet is a ......................

2) It has ...........................

3) It eats ...........................

4) It can ...........................

5) It is ............................

(carrots  hop  rabbit
white  long ears

(10 marks)